ABOUT

GiGi Eats Celebrities
So here’s the deal, I have more digestive issues/food intolerances and allergies than there are
letters in the alphabet. I also have Celiac AND Crohn’s Disease, Ulcerative Colitis, IBS-C and I
do not have a large intestine, so as you can see, I truly won the digestive lottery! But I don’t let
these issues stop me from enjoying delicious foods, these limitations have me consuming a
Ketogenic/Paleo-ish diet, and experimenting in the kitchen with foods I ACTUALLY CAN EAT.
So that’s what you will see on my blog GiGi Eats Celebrities, and my YouTube channel under
the same name. My quirky creations being made FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, RIGHT
BEFORE YOURS and MY EYES! I hate wasting food so I never make these recipes prior to
filming my recipe videos, so expect, THE UNEXPECTED!

SOCIAL STATS
BLOG: 80,000 PV
45,000
UV
https://gigieatscelebrities.com
YOUTUBE: 15,200

@gigieatscelebrities

INSTAGRAM: 52,500
@gigieats

FACEBOOK:
6,500
@gigieatscelebrities

COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
SOCIAL PROMOTIONS - Starting at $150 per post depending on platform
Social promotion includes products to various social media channels. Price is dependent on
platform, quantity of posts, custom images and type of content. Packages are available.

TWITTER: 8,360
@dubagee
PINTEREST: 2900

@gigieatscelebrities

SPONSORED POSTS - Starting at $1800 per post
Sponsored Posts are unique blog posts created to showcase your product in an authentic and creative
way. Packages with video and social promotion are available and typically go hand in hand.

SPONSORED VIDEOS - starting at $1800 per post
Sponsored Videos are unique videos created to showcase your product in an authentic and creative
way. Packages with blog post and social promotion are available and highly recommended.

BRAND AMBASSADOR - price based on responsibility
Brand ambassadorship includes a series of social promotions, as well as inclusion in at least 1 blog
post throughout the month. Price is dependent on deliverables expected and may be negotiated.

PUBLIC APPEARANCES - price based on responsibility
Public appearances include my presence at an event, party, expo, etc. as well as promotion of said
event prior to and post attendance. Price is dependent on what's expected and may be negotiated.

COMMERCIALS - starting at $2000 per commercial

Commercials
0 4are unique videos that represent your brand in the most creative, distinctive
and positive way possible. This work would be executed by commercial director, Landon
Ashworth. Price is dependent on what's expected and may be negotiated.

Let's Work Together!
Have a collaboration in mind.
Contact me today so we can
brainstorm together!
GiGiEatsCelebrities@gmail.com

